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Peppercorn Centre: A New Cultural and Social Space for Leighton Buzzard
1. Vision
A vibrant social hub and focus for the performing arts, heritage and visual art in the centre of Leighton Buzzard

2. Need
The following factors have been cited as evidence of the need for a performance space, museum and gallery
display space and hireable spaces for number of community groups and activities:
Heritage and visual arts
1.
2.
3.

There is nowhere for community groups such as the History group that have monthly meetings
attended by 120 people to meet in the centre of town.
There is nowhere for any information or exhibits on the history of the town. The Library theatre is at
capacity. Astral Park (a community centre) is too far out of town and too expensive.
Visual artists must exhibit and do lessons and workshops in Buckinghamshire village halls, as there is
nowhere in Leighton Buzzard for art exhibitions or workshops, etc.

Venue
4.

There is a lack of music venues, so Leighton Buzzard residents have to take themselves and their
associated spend to MK or elsewhere to hear live music.

Need for hireable rehearsal / studio space: arts and cultural activities
5.
6.

Spectrum Arts, which supports disabled people with drama and music, struggles to find venues.
Little Luvvies – a very successful local dance and drama school that serves c.200 children – is
desperate for a good venue. They currently have to move from church hall to church hall and spend a
lot of time cleaning, etc.
7. There is a need for places for sewing, knitting, basket weaving, art classes, etc.
8. There is a need for places for choirs, drama groups, etc. to rehearse.
9. Many other community groups need space that they can hire for meetings and events and services to
the wider community. The library theatre is excellent but is at capacity.
10. There has been a recent increase of people into the town who are involved in the creative industries
as Leighton Buzzard is so close to London; there is a need for good workspaces and artists’ studios,
rehearsal rooms and sales outlets.
Additional space needs: voluntary sector
11. CRUISE bereavement counselling wanted to set up in Leighton Buzzard but could not find any rooms.
12. There is nowhere in the town centre for a boxing club and martial arts for young people which would
really help with anti-social behaviour.
13. There is no available space for Leighton Linslade Homeless Service to house the community foodbank
and run a community café to help ex-homeless people and a range of excluded and lonely people
integrate back into the community, get involved in volunteering and look to getting jobs etc.
14. There is nowhere for good conference facilities in the town.
Local Survey results
15. Out 190 survey respondents, local people said they would make use of a range of facilities, the
following being the most frequently mentioned: Community Café (73%), Heritage Centre (61%),
Studio spaces (58%), Exhibition Space (50%).
In discussing the above with the client team, it was recognised that the voluntary sector provision would
involve a facility with a much wider reach – for example along the lines of the Bromley-by -Bow Centre in East
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London. It was acknowledged that some of these latter activities might not be compatible with the desire to
create a cultural hub, but that there was a case for a ‘social centre’ facility and there would be much sense in
this being adjacent to the cultural centre, albeit perhaps not part of the same organisation.
For the purposes of this overview we have chosen to focus on the cultural, heritage, community arts and café
offer.

3. What will it include? Building a spatial and organisational brief
The current ambition for the Peppercorn Centre is to include the following:
o Café /bar
o Performance Space
o Exhibition display space
o Facility to store LBDHAS collections
o 2 rehearsal / studio spaces for hire
Applying some more detailed briefing descriptions to these spaces, it is possible to develop an indicative
outline Net Internal Area (NIA) schedule, which helps inform land requirements and potential capital costs.
Element

Description

Additional considerations

Performance
Venue

Performance space: intimate and
flexible (desired capacity: 70
cabaret style around tables / up
to 100 in the round, space for
small movable stage)
Green Room

Acoustics and sound
insulation (keeping noise
out and sound in)

Front of house area

Café Bar

Exhibition
Display Space

Studio spaces

Allows for a wider range of
productions including
studio theatre with
costume changes
Ticket sales / space for
audiences to meet before
performances – could be
part of café or include
Tourist Information point

Seating area: 40-60 covers
Bar / serving area
Kitchen / storage
Office / locker room for staff
Single space for temporary
displays + 10m2 storage
Adjacent / included office space
for Bedfordshire Records Office
‘outpost’
Collections store for LBDHAS

Assumes light meals
White box space
Not necessarily a separate
room – 2 x desks + space
for research / online access
LBDHAS to advise on
volume of collection

Space(s) for hire – 2 rooms, 1
wet, 1 dry, including storage
Adequate WC provision
Space for 4-5 desks + storage
Adequate circulation
Rounded up to next 10

WCs
Office Space
Circulation
Total (exc.
landscape)
Additional 60% to reach Gross Internal Area* for cost estimate purposes
Total GIA for cost purposes

Notional NIA
(Lower m2)
150 m2

Notional NIA
(Higher m2)
150 m2

17 m2

17 m2

20 m2

20 m2

100 m2

120 m2

30 m2
20 m2
10 m2
70 m2

30 m2
20 m2
10 m2
110 m2

10m2

10m2

20m2

20m2

2 x 65 m2

2 x 100 m2

In GIA uplift below
20 m2
In GIA uplift below
c.600 m2

In GIA uplift below
30 m2
In GIA uplift below
c. 740 m2

360 m2
960 m2

444 m2
1184 m2

*Allowance for circulation, toilets and partitions etc. the GIA is usually used by a Quantity Surveyor when
applying indicative cost rates to square meters.
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4. What might the capital cost be?
Assuming that a new-build is required, the range of space types have different costs, and the cost range can be
high depending on the nature of finishes and materials and considerations such as acoustic separation.
Whilst it is not possible to give an informed cost estimate without any design work having been undertaken,
the following table sets out two potential cost scenarios:
Item
Construction: £3,500* per sqm
Landscape (allowance)
Professional fees: 25% on the above, design team, legal, VAT and
financial advice, planning, other consultants
Fixtures, fittings & equipment (FFE) for kitchen, café, theatre,
exhibition space, rehearsal spaces:
Contingency and inflation: 20% on all the above
VAT*** on all the above (may be partially recoverable, assume 10%):
Total estimated capital project cost**

Estimated cost (£)
(lower, 960m2)
3,360,000
500,000

Estimated cost (£)
(higher, 1,184m2)
4,144,000
500,000

965,000

1,161,000

500,000
1,065,000
639,000
7,029,000

500,000
1,261,000
756,600
8,322,600

* Based on a range of different building type typical costs per m2, online at: https://costmodelling.com/building-costs.
Please note that these costs are purely indicative and not based on professional cost consultant advice.
** Excludes any land acquisition or lease costs
*** Please note this VAT figure is for planning purposes only and does not constitute a professional opinion. The VAT
recovery rate will need to be worked through by a VAT specialist at a later stage.
**** Assumes a single floor, as additional floors require further costs, such as lift(s)
***** Each additional 10 m2 on the above = c.£58,000 (including fees, contingency and VAT). So for example, an extra
studio space would add between £377K and £580K.

5. The current capital funding landscape
After a number of years of significant lottery and local authority investment in cultural infrastructure in the
later 1990s and 2000’s, capital funding for arts and cultural projects has become more challenging in recent
years.
Arts Council England (ACE) is currently running a small capital round for organisations to bid for funds up to
£750,000, however this has a tight turnaround and requires projects to already be developed to RIBA Stage 3.
This fund has a total budget of £20m for the whole of England. This represents a very small level of investment
in the sector, and Arts Council has no plans in its pipeline for a larger capital funding round.
The National Lottery Heritage Fund remain a key funder for the heritage sector, however the heritage aspect
of this project is relatively modest, and there is no built heritage asset in the mix (i.e. the proposed centre will
be a new build).
Local authorities have also historically been a funder of cultural capital projects, however as a result of the
government’s decade-long austerity policy – which has hit local authority finances hard – such investment is
becoming increasingly rare.
Recent government initiatives responding to both the pandemic and the ‘levelling up’ agenda have provided
opportunities for some organisations – for example through the Levelling Up Fund, Cultural Development
Fund, High Streets and Towns funds. However, these have been predicated on place, identification by
government of priority geographical areas, and also rely on effective, strategic and proactive local authorities
to co-ordinate (which is not always a given). These funds – while potentially lucrative – have doubled down on
hard economic outputs around jobs, training and other measurable economic impacts, as part of cost benefit
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ratio assessment model. They also typically come with very challenging spend deadlines. Central Bedfordshire
is in Category 3 of the Levelling up Priority Categories and has just been awarded two schemes in the recent
budget, so additional funding in the local authority area from this source would most likely be challenging.
Next on the horizon with regard to public funding is likely to be the UK government’s post-Brexit UK Shared
Prosperity Fund (UKSPF) – replacing EU ‘structural funds’, to be launched in 2022, which is also likely to
support the same ‘levelling-up’ priorities.
Beyond central government stimulus, many Trusts and Foundations are focusing their efforts on community
recovery from the pandemic. There are a number of private trusts that might support a project such as this,
and there may also specifically local trusts, along with locally based private philanthropy. For example there
are local historic links with the Rothschild family and the LBDHAS has some connections, which it may be
possible to develop to generate support for the centre.

6. Where might it be?
The preferred site sits between the High Street and Church Avenue and is to the south of the stretch of the
High Street between Wilko’s the Swan Hotel and adjacent to the Duncombe Drive Car Park (see image below):

We understand that the site is currently owned by the local authority and may be available on a long lease at a
peppercorn rate. Any land acquisition cost would need to be added to the capital budget estimate in Section 4
above.
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7. Is this land adequate for the proposed functions?
Size:
The area of land available illustrated on the aerial photograph above has an estimated footprint of 3,400m2.
This comprises two adjacent areas: the green area to the east of the garage (2,016 m2) and the area that
appears tarmacked going up to a fence to the north (1,472 m2). Allowing for 400 m2 for access roads/ paths
etc. it is assumed that 3,000 m2 will be available for building and external landscape.
Access and visibility:
The lack of a direct High Street presence is a disadvantage, especially for the café/bar, however we are
informed by the Peppercorn Centre that there is good footfall visibility along Church Avenue, from the
adjacent car park, and footways through to the High Street.

8. Market: Comparators
Whilst the Library Theatre, and more recently the Crooked Crow, do provide spaces for performing arts and
certain types of music, there is no provision for heritage or rehearsal spaces in Leighton Buzzard. Cultural
facilities within a 30 minute drive time include the following:
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Venue

Programme

Size

Governance

Leighton Buzzard
Library Theatre,
Lake St, Leighton
Buzzard LU7 1RX

“a fantastic mix of films, live
screenings, family shows,
comedy, music and much
more”1
Includes classical music
performances promoted by
Leighton Buzzard Music.

Capacity of 170, access
via stairs or a lift and a
licenced bar

N/A, part of
Central
Bedfordshire
Library Service

The Crooked Crow,
Leighton Buzzard, LU7
IDH

Newly opened in 2020 prepandemic; From 3pm-8pm
(Tue-Fri) after work drop in,
free entry pool table, darts &
board games available
Re-open at 8.30pm to host
events: from live music, standup comedy, quizzes and
immersive theatre to movies
and games nights

Former shop / light
industrial unit

Privately owned
business

0.5 miles, 7
minute walk

MK Gallery, Central
Milton Keynes

Modern and Contemporary
Visual Arts, with performance
and film screening space

Charity, ACE
funded, £2m
turnover

13.1 miles
24 mins

Milton Keynes
Theatre *

Commercial receiving house

West End productions,
comedy, dance and kids'
shows.

Run privately by
Ambassadors
Theatre Group

13.1 miles
24 mins

The Stables,
Wavendon, MK17
8LU *

Performing Art venue, Milton
Keynes,
theatre and music venue for
concerts, shows and
educational activities, plus café.

Two spaces: the 400
seat Jim Marshall
Auditorium and Stage 2,
the 80 seat studio
space.

Charity, ACE
funded, £2.7m
turnover

11.7 miles, 21
minutes

https://www.facebook.com/LBLibraryTheatre/
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Distance from
LU7 1EA
0.2 miles, 4
minute walk

Luton Library
Theatre*

Space hosting professional and
amateur theatre including
many family shows, plus
classical music.

A traditional
proscenium arch
theatre with a capacity
of 238 located on the
third floor of Luton
Central Library,

N/A
Managed by
Luton Culture
Trust

14 miles, 32
minutes

Grove Theatre,
Dunstable, LU5 4GP

Community theatre and bar
staging drama, ballet, comedy,
panto, film screenings
workshops, tours, classes,
community events, functions
and wedding parties

780 seat regional
theatre and
entertainment venue.

Managed by SLL
in partnership
with Central
Bedfordshire
Council.

8.4 miles, 21
minute drive

The Little Theatre /
Dunstable Rep,
High Street
South, Dunstable, LU6
3SF

Puts on 6 plays per year
running for just over a week
each and hosts several shows
from visiting companies in
between its in house
productions. In house
productions happen roughly 7
weeks apart

99 seater raked
auditorium, changing
rooms, a Green Room,
box office, coffee room
and a bar.

Not clear from
website who
runs the theatre

8.4 miles, 21
minute drive

Queens Park Arts
Centre, Aylesbury

Charity arts hub in a former
school holding creative
workshops, exhibitions and
staged performances.

QPAC operates as a
venue offering
workshops,
performances,
exhibitions and events.
The Centre is a creative
hub working in
partnership with local
and national
organisations including
outreach work aiming to
bring the arts to a
diverse range of
community settings.

Charity, average
turnover c.£280K

10.5 miles
(22 mins)

Aylesbury Waterside
Theatre, HP20 1UG*

Commercial receiving house

West End productions,
comedy, dance and kids'
shows.

Run privately by
Ambassadors
Theatre Group

10.3 miles
(20 mins)

Theatres above marked * are largely receiving houses (i.e. they do not produce new work themselves)

9. Market: what we know about potential audiences/users
Target audience demographic and cultural engagement characteristics
In order to consider future options for the site, the Peppercorn Centre needs to consider the landscape within
which it is situated, looking at the components that make up the residents of the local area. For this analysis
we used an APR report (The Audience Agency Area Profile Report). We looked at a 30 minute drive time as the
target area, and the South-East England (excluding London) as the base area to provide a benchmark
comparator. We also looked at data for 15 minute and 45 minute drive times from Leighton Buzzard to
understand the difference between the ultra- local and more regional audiences. (Maps of the 30 minute and
15 minute Drive Time areas are included as an appendix to this report).
A summary of the key insights is as follows:
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Population
(total
including
children)
Age

Ethnicity

Health
Social grade

Household
make-up

Art Gallery
Attendance
Live Jazz
attendance
Comedy
attendance
Theatre
attendance
Museum
attendance

30 min DT from LU7
1EA
738,000

SE England

15 min DT from LU7
1EA
75,600

45 min DT from LU7
1EA
1,807,000

0-19: 27%
60+: 18%
Younger population,
more families than SE
baseline
77% white
Much more diverse
than SE average

0-19: 24%
60+: 23%

0-19: 25%
60+: 22%
Very local population
is closer to SE average

0-19: 26%
60+: 20%

91% white

82% white

42% with dependent
children

94% white
Very local is less
diverse than SE
average
14% day to day
activities limited a
little / a lot
26% AB
Very local closer to
average level of
affluence in SE
43% with dependent
children

14% day to day
activities limited a little
/ a lot
24% AB
Less affluent than SE
average

16% day to day
activities limited a little
/ a lot
28% AB

47% with dependent
children
Higher proportion of
families than the SE
average
24% in last 12m

28% in last 12m

25% in last 12m

27% in last 12m

10% in last 12m

13% in last 12m

10% in last 12m

11% in last 12m

22 % in last 12m

25 % in last 12m

23 % in last 12m

23 % in last 12m

45 % in last 12m

49 % in last 12m

45 % in last 12m

48 % in last 12m

25 % in last 12m

26 % in last 12m

24 % in last 12m

28 % in last 12m

8,634,000

14% day to day
activities limited a little
/ a lot
28% AB

46% with dependent
children

Conclusions
The population and engagement characteristics of the target area are:
o
o
o
o
o

A younger population with more families with children that the SE as a whole
Much more diverse than the SE average, however the immediate locality is less ethnically diverse
Less affluent than the SE average
10%-20% less culturally engaged than the SE average across most activities
Arts activities that have the highest levels of engagement in the 30 minute DT are Theatre (45%),
Popular/rock concert (38%), Plays (31%) and Art Galleries (24%)

Audience Segmentation
We looked at trends in the 30 Minute Drive Time market by using the Audience Agency’s segmentation
Audience Spectrum https://www.theaudienceagency.org/audience-spectrum. This Arts Council England (ACE) approved population segmentation splits the whole of the UK up by their attitudes towards culture and is
useful when breaking up a region or area into more descriptive targeted clusters.
We can see that in the 30 minute Drive Time the 3 largest segments which make up 56% of the population are:
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o

Trips & Treats: 149,624 Adults 15 yrs.+ (23% of 30 min DT population)
Suburban households, often with children, whose cultural activities usually are part of a day out or
treat; (Medium levels of cultural engagement)

o

Dormitory Dependables: 122,123 adults 15+ years (19% of 30 min DT population)
Regular but not frequent cultural attenders living in city suburbs and small towns; (Medium levels of
cultural engagement)

o

Commuterland Culturebuffs: 90,382 adults 15+ years (14% of 30 minute DT population)
Affluent suburban and greenbelt consumers of culture as part of their social lives; (Higher levels of
cultural engagement)

The three highest segments for cultural engagement in the Audience Spectrum model are Metroculturals,
Commuterland Culturebuffs and Experience Seekers. Collectively these make up 21% of the target population
(with virtually no Metroculturals), compared to 35% of the population in the wider Southeast (excluding
London)
MOSAIC is another population segmentation (https://www.experian.co.uk/) which is used widely in many
industries – not just in the cultural setting. It can be useful to also use this to consider your local market, as it
gives you some additional perspectives. Using this segmentation we can see that the most prominent Mosaic
groups in the target catchment area are Aspiring Homemakers, Family Basics and Domestic Success. 40% of
the target population belong to one of these three groups, compared with 32% of the base population as a
whole.
o

Aspiring Homemakers: 116,928 Adults 15 yrs.+ (18% of 30 min DT population)
Younger households settling down in housing priced within their means
(Higher levels than SE baseline)

o

Family Basics: 70,821 adults 15+ years (11% of 30 min DT population)
Families with limited resources who have to budget to make ends meet
(Higher levels than SE baseline)

o

Domestic Success: 67,869 adults 15+ years (11% of 30 minute DT population)
Thriving families who are busy bringing up children and following careers
(Slightly lower than the SE baseline)

10. What the market data suggests
In summary, pooling all of these statistics and data together we can see that the 30-minute drive time area is:
o
o
o
o
o

An area with lower than average levels of cultural engagement, but with around a fifth of the adult
population (c.135k adults) in the higher engaging groups
An area where those that do engage are likely to be regular but not frequent attenders and likely to
consume more mainstream cultural experiences
An area with a higher proportion of younger residents, including families with children
An area characterised by families with contrasting economic backgrounds, with lower levels of
affluence than the regional average
A diverse wider 30-minute catchment area (which reaches places like Luton), but a much less diverse
immediate 15-minute catchment area

The implications for a programme at the Peppercorn Centre include prioritising family audiences and
combination of mainstream and a more arts-focused offer. This approach is borne out by many of the local
comparators.
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However, given the fact that there is other provision within a 30-minute drive of Leighton Buzzard in
Aylesbury, Milton Keynes and Dunstable, it will be important to provide differentiation for the performance
offer, which could come from studio theatre, jazz and other offers that aren’t provided by the local
competition. The reported success of a now-closed restaurant/bar and jazz venue in the town suggests that
there could be an audience for a carefully programmed offer. The provision of rehearsal/community spaces, a
heritage offer, and a café bar would help ensure that the space had a broad reach and access to local
audiences.
Local survey data undertaken in Leighton Buzzard by the project team supports the view that local people
currently travel to other nearby towns for cultural activity. Out of 201 respondents, the following proportions
of people indicted they visited surrounding towns for a range of cultural activities:
o
o
o

Live theatre, at least once or twice a year in other towns (67%)
Live music, at least once or twice a year in other towns (46%)
Cinema, at least once or twice a year in other towns (70%)

11. Revenue Model
Thinking about a ’mature year’ – i.e. not the first year or two of opening, it is possible to speculate on what the
operational income and expenditure of the centre might be.
Income streams
o Venue tickets
o Cafe/bar income (evening)
o Cafe/bar income (daytime)
o Room hires
Expenditure
o Staff team
o Artist /performer fees
o Premises costs
o Costs of sales
o Costs of gallery/museum programme
o VAT received on sales
The following table provides an initial draft projection as to what an annual income and expenditure could look
like. The primary assumptions are listed to the right of the table.
All income is inclusive of VAT where applicable and VAT received is balanced with a line under expenditure. It
is assumed that most or all VAT on costs is recoverable on the basis that the majority of the income – including
the ticketed income – is trading income; however this will need testing at a later stage with a VAT consultant.
The outline model on the following page demonstrates how a surplus could be generated on a turnover of just
over £0.5m of income from ticket sales, café income and venue hire.
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Income
Average
Capacity
80
100
100

Average
Occupancy
70%
70%

Venue ticket income
Café Bar (evening)
Café bar (day, covers served)
Room hire (Studio 1)
Room hire (Studio 2)
Additional hire premium for weekend parties / private eventes
Grants and sales from the gallery/museum programme

Average
Income
Income
Number of
Per person (inc VAT) per day/eve Days (Evenings)
£10.00
£560
260
£7.50
£525
260
£6.00
£600
360
£175
320
£175
320
£400
40

Income

Income
Gross
£145,600
£136,500
£216,000
£56,000
£56,000
£16,000

Split /hire
Gross income
fee to venue
40%
£58,240 Assume 5 nights a week
100%
£136,500
100%
£216,000
100%
£56,000 Assume £25 per hour (7 hour day)
100%
£56,000 Assume £25 per hour (7 hour day)
100%
£16,000 Assumes 40 Saturday evening or Sunday hires
£20,000
£558,740

Expenditure
Artist fees
VAT received on the above income
Costs of sales in the café bar
Rates
Premises costs (utilities, maintenance, cleaning)
Staff costs (see below
Costs relating to the gallery/museum space

Included in calculations above
£111,748
£130,425
£0
£50,000
£231,000
£20,000

Expenditure

37% of sales
assume charitable relief
Estimate
See below

£543,173

Surplus (Deficit)

£15,567

Staff costs
Artistic Programmer and Director
Administrator
Café and bar staff (40% of catering income)
Duty Manager(s)
Front of House
Total

£40,000
£25,000
£141,000
£25,000
Volunteers
£231,000

12. Market Penetration
Sense checking the venue ticket income target with what we know about the local (30-minute Drive Time)
population most likely to engage with the Peppercorn centre gives us an indication of the Market Penetration
required to meet these targets.
This is expressed as the % of the total possible ticket sales if we assumed all three of the highest engaging
segments came to the Peppercorn Centre each year on different multiple occasions.
So, thinking about the 30-minute Drive Time, in order to sell 14,560 tickets the Centre would be aiming for 5%
of the maximum if all the population in the top three groups came more than once per year. This would be a
reasonable and achievable assumption to base the business case on.
However, if a more cautious focus was the 15-minute Drive Time, in order to sell 14,560 tickets the Centre
would be aiming for almost 50% of the maximum if all the population in the top three groups came more than
once per year. This is a more challenging assumption to base the business case on.
In reality, the primary market most likely falls between these two catchment areas and a more detailed
postcode analysis of a bespoke map, which excluded certain areas of the 30 minute Drive Time (for example
the other side of Milton Keynes), would give a more precise sense of market penetration required.
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Average
Capacity
Required ticket sales volumes

High cultural attenders (30 min DT)
Metroculturals
Commuterland Culturebuffs
Experience Seekers

Average
Occupancy
80

70%

56

Assumed
Population Vists per year

Tickets sold
if 100% pen.

330
90,382
43,997

Average
Capacity
Required ticket sales volumes

High cultural attenders (15 min DT)
Metroculturals
Commuterland Culturebuffs
Experience Seekers

Average tickets Number of
Per performance (Evenings)

5
2
1.5

Average
Occupancy
80

1,650
180,764
65,996

Total

14,560

Market Penetration %
to reach 14,560 sales
5.86%

Average tickets Number of
Per performance (Evenings)

Customers
per annum

56

Assumed
Population Vists per year

Tickets sold
if 100% pen.

5
2
1.5

260

248,410

70%

0
12,458
3,125

Customers
per annum

0
24,916
4,688

260

Total

14,560

Market Penetration %
to reach 14,560 sales

29,604

49.18%

13. Governance
The above model assumes that the Peppercorn centre is run as an independent organisation by a charitable
company, so as to be efficient from a business rates and tax perspective and to maximise future fundraising
options.
It is assumed that any non-charitable trading would be carried out via a trading subsidiary.
It is assumed that VAT will be charged on all income, including tickets (meaning the charity would opt of the
Cultural Exemption VAT scheme) and therefore there will be minimal irrecoverable VAT on costs (capital and
revenue).
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Appendix 1
15 minute drive time from LU7 1EA

30 minute drive time from LU7 1EA
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